Abstract. We present rminer, our open source library for the R tool that facilitates the use of data mining (DM) algorithms, such as neural Networks (NNs) and support vector machines (SVMs), in classification and regression tasks. Tutorial examples with real-world problems (i.e. satellite image analysis and prediction of car prices) were used to demonstrate the rminer capabilities and NN/SVM advantages. Additional experiments were also held to test the rminer predictive capabilities, revealing competitive performances.
Introduction
The fields of data mining (DM)/business intelligence (BI) arose due to the advances of information technology (IT), leading to an exponential growth of business and scientific databases. The aim of DM/BI is to analyze raw data and extract high-level knowledge for the domain user or decision-maker [16] .
Due to its importance, there is a wide range of commercial and free DM/BI tools [7] . The R environment [12] is an open source, multiple platform (e.g. Windows, Linux, Mac OS) and high-level matrix programming language for statistical and data analysis. Although not specifically oriented for DM/BI, the R tool includes a high variety of DM algorithms and it is currently used by a large number of DM/BI analysts. For example, the 2008 DM survey [13] reported an increase in the R usage, with 36% of the responses [13] . Also, the 2009 KDnuggets pool, regarding DM tools used for a real project, ranked R as the second most used open source tool and sixth one overall [10] . When compared with commercial tools (e.g. offered by SAS: http://www.sas.com/technologies/bi/) or even open source environments (e.g. WEKA [18] ), R presents the advantage of being more flexible and extensible by design, thus integration of statistics, programming and graphics is more natural. Also, due to its open source availability and users' activity, novel DM methods are in general more quickly encoded into R than into commercial tools. The R community is very active and new packages are being continuously created, with more than 2321 packages available at http://www.r-project.org/. Thus, R can be viewed as worldwide gateway for sharing computational algorithms.
DM software suites often present friendly graphical user interfaces (GUI). In contrast, the most common usage of R is under a console command interface, which may require a higher learning curve from the user. Yet, after mastering the R environment, the user achieves a better control (e.g. adaptation to a specific application) and understanding of what is being executed (in contrast with several "black-box" DM GUI products). Nevertheless, for those interested in graphical DM suites for R, there is the Rattle tool [17] .
In this work, we present our rminer library, which is an integrated framework that uses a console based approach and that facilitates the use of DM algorithms in R. In particular, it addresses two important and common goals [16] :
classification -labeling a data item into one of several predefined classes; and regression -estimate a real-value (the dependent variable) from several (independent) input attributes.
While several DM algorithms are available for these tasks, the library is particularly suited for using neural networks (NNs) and support vector machines (SVMs). Both are flexible models that can cope with complex nonlinear mappings, potentially leading to more accurate predictions [8] . Also, it is possible to extract knowledge from NNs and SVMs, given in terms of input relevance [4] . When compared to Rattle, rminer can be viewed as a lightweight command based alternative, since it is easier to install and requires much less R packages. Moreover, rminer presents more NN and SVM capabilities (e.g. in Rattle version 2.5.26, SVM cannot be used for regression tasks). While adopting R packages for the DM algorithms, rminer provides new features:
i) it simplifies the use of DM algorithms (e.g. NNs and SVMs) in classification and regression tasks by presenting a short and coherent set of functions (as shown in Section 3.1); ii) it performs an automatic model selection (i.e. tuning of NN/SVM); iii) it computes several classification/regression metrics and graphics, including the sensitivity analysis procedure for input relevance extraction.
The rminer/R tool has been used by both IT and non-IT specialists (e.g. managers, biologists or civil engineers), with applications in distinct domains, such as civil engineering [15] , wine quality [4] or spam email detection [5] . In this paper, we address several real-world problems from the UCI repository [1] to show the rminer capabilities.
Data Mining
DM is an iterative process that consists of several steps. The CRISP-DM [2], a tool-neutral methodology supported by the industry (e.g. SPSS, DaimlerChryslyer), partitions a DM project into 6 phases ( Fig. 1 ): 1 -business understanding;
